
INFLUENCE OF CULTURE IN MARKETING

You only need to travel abroad or spend time with people who don't come from the same place as you to see the impact
of culture. The way a.

It appeared in the dictionary in  London: Dryden Press. We all know about globalization. Marketing always
exists in an environment shaped by culture. FBIM Transactions. Global marketing-foreign entry, local
marketing and global management International ed. They added that for a business to be successful on all
markets, marketing strategies should be managed in line with local culture. Standardization versus adaption of
global marketing strategies in emerging market cross- border acquisitions. Journal of Business Research, 61 3
, â€” Obviously, the choice of marketing strategies never occurs in cultural vacuums. That is, marketing
strategies should be aligned to local cultures. Makasi, A. While admittedly doing business in Africa is not easy
Babarinde, , particularly for Western firms, creative thinking about how to surmount challenges in the African
cultural environment, will make an organization successful in Africa because the region has potential business
and investment opportunities. Cultural elements such as language, food, clothing, beliefs and practices differ
from country to country and continent to content. The fact that some unique cultural features exist is why
firms going global requires marketing strategies that may be acceptable by their intended customers. These
festival seasons tend to be prime shopping seasons as well, such as the Christmas season in Western cultures,
or Ramadan in Muslim cultures. Hofstede, G. Literature reviewed indicates that culture does impact buying
patterns, and the way marketing messages are received. Kaur, M. The content of global marketing. Ekerete
supports the view that culture exerts varied influence on marketing strategies. Economics of scale related to
the saving cost due to the increase in production Celli,  The role of alcohol in business meetings varies widely
by culture: in Middle Eastern cultures where alcohol is forbidden, it may be insulting to serve or even offer an
alcoholic beverage. Influence of Culture on Global Marketing Strategies In a study by Ekerete in Nigeria on
the effects of culture on marketing strategies of multinational firms, concluded that culture had an effect on
distribution, pricing, product offering and promotion with most cultural elements being language, religion
belief, and ethnic values. Iyamabo and Otubanjo have asserted that marketing strategies encompass
environmental analysis, competitive advantage and positioning of the firm. The word international marketing
and global marketing are used interchangeably and both focus on the application, coordination and integration
of marketing principles in more than one country Johansson,  Durmaz, Y. Values The role of values in society
is to dictate what is acceptable or unacceptable. Hart, M. The American Forum for Global Education, , 
London: Kogan Page Limited. Impact of culture on marketing strategies. The discussions brought out the
similarities and differences of various research findings and the influence of culture on various marketing
strategies. These cultural attributes are relevant to the successful formulation and implementation of global
marketing strategies. Sign up now for free to our newsletter. They stated that for businesses to maintain global
competitive advantage the marketing mixes across borders needs to change to adapt to the different customs,
different buying habits, and different demographic segments within a country. He found language, religious
beliefs and ethnic values to be the most influential cultural elements.


